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The entire world, Christian, Jewish and Muslim has watched horrified as an alleged criminal
leader has ordered his occupying force of US-armed, state military to kill or injure over
100,000 mainly  civilian  women and children  in  Gaza  –  with  planes,  drones,  gunships,
missiles,  bombs,  white  phosphorus  and  shells,  in  an  orgy  of  revenge  for  the  Hamas
massacre in the Israeli kibbutzim, of October 7th.

And  as  they  fill  the  mass  graves  of  bloodied,  blackened  bodies  with  their  embedded
American bullets, the global community and the United Nations are impotent in stopping
this mass slaughter of civilians. However, notwithstanding this international  opprobrium,
POTUS Biden and his US Congress continue to supply the bombs and bullets to sustain this
crime against humanity – watched by an astonished and incredulous billions of ordinary
people, on television, around the world.

And, as yet another child and mother are killed, global resentment and anger are now
increasing exponentially and directed at the attacking Israeli forces and their American arms
supplier.   And that  anger is  morphing into increased antisemitism as the international
community  erroneously  believes  that  Jewish  populations  in  the  US,  Canada,  France,
Argentina  and  Britain  are  equally  responsible  for  these  war  crimes  as  are  the  actual
perpetrators, the Likud revisionist Zionist government of Israel.

The tragic consequence is that this damaging hatred is now increasing by the day, causing
extensive damage to national Jewish communities in general, with the fear that this hostility
will  endure for generations, if not, forever. As for Israel itself: it will reap the whirlwind of
Netanyahu’s legacy.

History will be scathing in its verdict on duplicitous, weak US and UK governments that, in
the 21st century, succumbed to the machinations of the political lobbies and turned a tiny,
75 year-old, outlier state into a dangerous nuclear power that provided the spark for the
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inferno that consumed the Middle East and then Europe and beyond.
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Featured image: Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in a message on Israel’s war with Hamas, January
10, 2024. (Video screenshot)
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